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General Information
Number of Players: 2-4
Length of Game: 1 hour
Age: 12 +
Components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(4) keys
(4) player standees
(1) keyring
(8) teleport tokens
(8) ramekins
(4) condiment castles
(1) d6 rocket die
(1) d20 die
(4) table cards
(1) weapon card deck
(1) coaster card deck
(48) discs in game colors (red, white, orange, yellow)
Assorted pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters

Goal
The goal is to obtain “the one keyring to rule them all,” which is awarded to the first player who
collects all four keys from the Condiment Castles.
How to Win
In order to win, a player must dispatch their candy army to raid the opposing three Condiment Castles
and recover the remaining keys, while defending their own castle from invaders.
Game Setup
Everyone rolls the six-sided die (d6) and the highest number goes first, with play proceeding
clockwise. The first player picks the color they want to be (see table below) and positions the
associated Condiment Castle and key in the closest circular water glass stain on the board.
Color
Yellow
Red
Orange
White

Condiment Castle
Mustard
Pepper
BBQ
Sugar

Key
Bike
Car
House
Mailbox
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The other players then choose their colors and do the same. Players shuffle the card decks
and place them on the table, then each player takes the following to start the game:
•
•
•
•
•

(4) candy armies, in the player’s color
(1) key (from the table above)
(6) Weapon cards and (2) Coaster cards
(5) each of pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
(1) table card and (1) condiment castle

Each player takes the key that’s assigned to their castle and puts it in the water circle (water glass
stain) behind their condiment castle.
Player Turns
Once the game setup has been completed, the first player starts the game. On their turn, a player
may do the following:
•
•
•
•

•

Purchase resources from the store (cards, candy armies, ramekins, teleport tokens). Barter with
other players to trade items, form alliances, and declare war against other players.
Attack an opponent’s condiment castle
Recapture a condiment castle from an opponent
Roll the d20 and move their pieces on the board. The die roll may be split among multiple pieces.
For example if a player rolls a ten and they have several candy armies on the board, they may
choose either to move one army ten spaces, or they may choose to move one piece 4 spaces and
another 6 spaces. Any combination of moves is acceptable, as long as the total number of moves
equals the die roll
Every turn: each player draws one Weapon card, and takes $.25 from the bank

Coaster Cards
Coming soon.
Weapon Cards
The Weapon cards are weapons that be used during candy battles. Players may put down as many
Weapon cards as they choose and the cards either enhance their character’s chances of winning the
battle, or neutralize an opponent’s weapons. The cards used during the battle are placed at the bottom of the Weapon card deck.
Teleport Token
The teleport token may be purchased from the store and used to teleport from one checkbox to any
other checkbox on the board.
Ramekins
Ramekins (small bowls) may be purchased from the store and used as boats to cross the Coffee
Stain Sea. A single ramekin can hold four candy armies. Ramekins are the only way to cross the
Coffee Stain Sea. To cross the sea, a player must first have armies positioned at the edge of the
water, and then must place a ramekin on the water in front of the armies. Next, the player loads up to
four armies on the ramekin, then rolls the die. Finally, the player moves the ramekin, with the armies
on top, the number of spaces equal to the die roll. Ramekins may be left on the sea after being used,
but may then be used by other players. They may also be destroyed by the armies that used them, in
which case, they are removed from the board.
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Movement
Movement in the game is controlled by rolling the d20. The movement may be
spread amongst different armies. For example, if a player rolls a 10 and has 2
armies on the board, they may move each army 5 spaces or move one army 10
spaces.
•
•
•

One army must be stationed at each player’s condiment castle at all times,
to protect it from invaders
A ramekin (boat) can only transport four armies at a time
After a ship completes its journey, for example from an army’s home base to Skyrose Island, two

Battle
Battle is conducted via the Weapon cards (condiment packets). For each Weapon card, there is a
countermeasure card that can be played to neutralize it (see the chart below). Armies may only battle
when they are on adjoinging spaces on the board. To battle, the player who is attacking places their
first Weapon card on the table. If the defending player has the appropriate countermeasure card to
neutralize it, they then place that card on the table, and both cards are removed. If the attacker plays
a card the defender cannot neutralize, they win the battle and the other army is removed from the
board. If the defender is able to neutralize the first card played by the attacker, it then becomes their
turn to attack by placing a Weapon card on the table, which the other player may neutralize, if they
have the appropriate countermeasure card. The battle continues in this fashion until one player plays
a card the other cannot neutralize, and then the player who played the last card wins the battle.
If armies are moved so that multiple armies are on adjoinging spaces to opponent’s armies, then a
multipart battle ensues. Each battle is played out in the way described by the paragraph above, until
all the battles have been won.
If an opposing army attacks a rival’s base and defeats the army guarding it, the player with the
attacking army is awarded the key from the condiment castle.
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QUICKSTART GAME SETUP
1. Roll the die. The highest number goes first. Play proceeds clockwise.
2. The first player picks the condiment they want to be: Mayo,
Ketchup, Hot Sauce, or Mustard.
3. The player then sets their Condiment Castle (cardboard cutout of
a condiment bottle) on the circular water stain nearest them on
the board.
4. The player takes three Key Cards associated with their
condiment and places them on the water stain behind their
Condiment Castle.
Color
Yellow
Red
Orange
White

Condiment Castle
Mustard
Pepper
BBQ
Sugar

Condiiment
Castle

Key
Bike
Car
House
Mailbox

5. Next, the player places the remaining Key Card associated with their
condiment on the table in front of them.
6. The player then takes the following:
•
•
•
•

(6) Weapon Cards
(5) each of pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
(4) candy army tokens in their color (see chart above)
(1) table card

Candy
Army

7. The first player is now ready to play. All other players follow the procedure
above to set up for the game, starting with the player to the left of the first
player and moving clockwise around the board.

CAR
KEY

Weapon Card

Key Card

1

Hour

Table Card

